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How much bias does AV 
manipulation cause? 

Differential income manipulation with respect to child 
growth was a much more important determinant of  bias 
relative to the distance from the threshold from which 
people are willing to manipulate their bias. This may be 
context specific and may differ in contexts where the 
gradient of  the relationship between the assignment 
variable and the outcome is steeper relative to the 
discontinuity. Although not shown, the magnitude of  bias 
in the RD estimate did not change with different effect 
magnitudes or directions. The RD estimation method had 
a strong influence on the magnitude of  the bias with the 
difference of  means method being the most sensitive and 
linear regression being the least sensitive. This may be due 
to the fact that the data were generated with a linear 
relationship between income and child growth.
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How misreporting income can bias regression discontinuity 

This work was made possible by the following:

Regression discontinuity (RD) is a method of  identifying 
the causal effect of  a policy that is applied using a 
threshold. An important assumption of  this method is that 
it is not possible for people to misreport information in 
order to qualify for a policy. For example, a poverty 
reduction policy might be applied to people below a 
specific income threshold. If  people can misreport their 
income in order to qualify for the policy, estimates using 
RD will be biased. We aim to quantify the bias due to 
misreporting this type of  information under different 
conditions and estimation methods. This is done using 
simulated data replicating the effect of  a conditional cash 
transfer program on child growth.


















Methods 
1)  Data generation: Parameters from the Pelotas Birth 

Cohort in southern Brazil (Santos et la 2004) were used 
to simulate datasets. The simulated data had similar 
distributions of  income and child growth as well as a 
similar correlation between income and child growth 
(figure 2a).

2)  Assignment variable manipulation: The 
probability that a household would manipulate their 
income was a function of  two parameters: 

•  distance from the threshold
•  child growth

•  No households below the threshold were considered 
manipulators. The probability of  manipulation above 
the threshold decreased linearly with distance from the 
threshold. Differential manipulation was simulated by 
increasing or decreasing the probabil ity of  
manipulation as a function of  the outcome, child 
growth. Households selected as manipulators were 
reassigned an income between 90 and 100 Reais. The 
proportion of  manipulators was changed by 
proportionally increasing or decreasing the absolute 
probability of  manipulation

3)  Bias: The RD estimate was calculated using linear 
regression, local polynomial regression and the 
difference of  means within R$10 on each side of  the 
threshold. Bias was calculated as the difference between 
the RD estimate using the true data and the RD 
estimate using the manipulated data. 

RD can be used to identify causal effects in cases such as 
these where a policy is applied using a threshold. If  
participation of  the policy is discontinuous across the 
threshold and has an effect on the outcome, the outcome 
should also change discontinuously at the threshold. Figure 
1 is a hypothetical example where the effect of  receiving 
the policy increases child growth at 5 years by 2cm. By 
modeling the relationship between the variable that is used 
to assign the policy—called the assignment variable (AV)—
on each side of  the threshold, the effect of  the policy at the 
threshold can be estimated. 

Cash transfers are government programs that provide 
income supplements to households that fall below a specific 
threshold. Brazil’s cash transfer program, Bolsa Família, 
began in 2004 and paid 15 Reais (~7 USD) monthly to 
households earning less than 100 Reais (~45 USD) per 
capita (Figure 1). Government audits of  this program have 
determined that some households misreport their income 
in order to qualify for the program. It is not known the 
extent to which this income misreporting may bias RD 
estimates of  the effect of  Bolsa Família.
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Figure 1—Hypothetical illustration of  regression discontinuity in the context of  
the Brazilian conditional cash transfer program 
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Figure 2—One iteration of  data generation. The manipulators (red points) are 
selected probabilistically as function of  distance from threshold and, when 
differential, on the value of  the outcome. Manipulators are then reassigned an 
income between R$90 and R$100.
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Results 

a) Pre-manipulation

b) Post-manipulation

Figure 3—a) Bias as a function of  the proportion of  the recipients that are 
manipulators, distance from threshold (<R$50, <R$200) and whether or not 
manipulators are differential, b) Bias as a function of  the proportion of  the 
recipients that are manipulators and estimation method. Differential manipulation 
among people with an income <R$50 was used for panel b).
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